
Lack of safe drinking water disproportionately affects Californians
who live in disadvantaged communities. The State Water Board
estimates that around 400 disadvantaged communities in the
state receive water from a public water system that does not meet
drinking water standards (1). While this is a statewide problem, it
is felt most deeply in the Central Valley, Sierra Foothills, and
Central Coast. As a result, these communities are forced to
purchase more expensive bottled or filtered water for drinking
and cooking. Stretching their already limited grocery dollars to
buy both water and food worsens food insecurity for families on
CalFresh. In fact, recent research showed that adults who avoided
tap water were 21 percent more likely to be food insecure (2).

Recognizing the need to provide short-term relief, the state
launched in March 2022 the CalFresh Safe Drinking Water Pilot.
The pilot provides $50 per month in supplemental CalFresh
benefits to around 3,000 in selected zip codes in Kern County
with contaminated water. However, without additional funding,
the pilot will end in fall 2025. 

“The water is not good here. You can’t drink it and
we have to buy [bottled water]. So, it is double
the cost because they raised the prices and the
bills are very high. When you used to pay $60,

$50, at its highest $70 in my case, now it is more
than $100. It is a lot and we still have to buy

[bottled water] so we can drink water.”

Kern County Focus Group Participant

Invest in Safe Drinking Water & Food Security

Low-income communities cannot afford to wait for
long-term solutions to California’s water crisis.
Water-related emergencies will continue in our
state, so we must extend successful interventions
like the CalFresh Safe Drinking Water Pilot. A
modest, one-time allocation in the 2024-25 state
budget will let participating households continue
to receive the crucial supplemental benefit and
create a path for eventual expansion to additional
impacted households.

ACTION: 1) Extend the CalFresh Safe Drinking Water Pilot to avoid cutting benefits for CalFresh
households harmed by the lack of safe drinking water.

2) Conduct a feasibility study for eventual expansion to additional impacted counties.
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